Space exploration is going private
The commercialisation of space comes with
unknown promise but known risks.

Neil Armstrong landed on the moon in 1969
and delivered his pre-prepared line that
became famous: “That’s one small step for
man, one giant leap for mankind.” Except
he misspoke. What Armstrong said was
nonsense. He meant to say “a man” rather
than just “man”.
Clive James in his book Fame in the 20th century explained that
Armstrong’s lapse was overlooked because eloquence, even
personality, didn’t matter. The first man on the moon would be
famous “without ever having emerged from obscurity”, even
if Armstrong was so chosen because he was dispensable to
the Apollo 11 mission rather than, as the official line had it,
he epitomised the ‘right stuff’.[1] The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration supplies a transcript that corrects
Armstrong’s statement but the accompanying audio shows his
slip.[2]

SpaceX, as Musk’s creation of 2002 is known, is ahead. The
company in 2015 pioneered reusable rockets, the “single
transformative technology shift” driving today’s space race
because it has slashed launch costs.[8] Among feats, since 2012,
SpaceX has ferried cargo to the International Space Station,
Nasa’s lab that orbits the Earth. On May 30 last year, SpaceX
became the first private company to propel people into space,
when it sent astronauts to the space station, the first manned
mission there since 2011.[9] In June this year, to the same
destination, SpaceX launched a manned reusable rocket for the
first time.[10] SpaceX, for US$2.9 billion, is building the ‘Starship’
for Nasa to land people on the moon for the first time since
1972.[11]

Whatever. Armstrong’s statement rang true. From the start of
the space age in 1957 when the Soviet Union’s Sputnik satellite
orbited the Earth, six-plus decades of mainly US governmentfunded, -designed and -staffed space exploration has brought
many rewards. Apart from stirring national pride and showcasing
bravery, space exploration has boosted knowledge of the
universe and led to much innovation related to satellites, global
positioning and weather forecasting.[3]

Many benefits are likely to flow from the commercialisation of
space that already amounts to a US$350 billion industry and
one that is forecast to swell to US$1 trillion by 2040.[12] Space
tourism is likely to grow, after commencing on September
15 when SpaceX launched its first privately funded three-day
spaceflight of just tourists; no professional astronaut was aboard
a tripe paid for by US businessman Jared Isaacman who said
it cost less than US$200 million.[13] The standard offering (at
US$450,000 a pop with Virgin Galactic)[14] will be orbiting the
Earth to experience weightlessness and gain an astronaut’s view
of the world. Another prospect is vacations on commercial space
stations – US company Axiom Space is building such a facility
that it hopes by 2024 will orbit 400 kilometres above the Earth at
27,000 kilometres per hour.[15] A later step could be tourist trips
to the moon.

Even if Armstrong blew his line, he was more profound than Jeff
Bezos on his return to Earth on July 20 after being blasted into
the atmosphere just past the Karman line that, 100 kilometres
(62 miles) from Earth, generally marks outer space. “Best day
ever,” was Bezos’s verdict on flying for 10 minutes in a pilotless
rocket built by Blue Origin, a company he founded in 2000.[4]

A second, and bigger, commercial motivator is adding to the
more than 5,000 satellites already orbiting the Earth, a doubling
in the past two years as part of efforts to boost economical
internet coverage.[16] SpaceX, for instance, plans to add another
11,000 satellites via its Starlink mega-constellation and has filed
for US permission for another 30,000.

Perhaps Bezos should have said something more Armstronglike as did Richard Branson when, nine days before Bezos, he
zoomed to an altitude of 80 kilometres in a piloted space plane
built by Virgin Galactic, which Branson set up in 2004. “We are at
the vanguard of a new space age,” Branson said.[5]

Private enterprise heading into the cosmos is rekindling and
aiding government space efforts. Nasa, as well as employing
SpaceX to return to the moon under its Artemis Program, plans
more voyages to Mars and intends to search Jupiter’s moon
Europa for life.[17] China in May landed a vehicle on Mars for
the first time,[18] two years after the country became the first to
land a craft on the far side of the moon.[19] Beijing and Moscow
in June announced plans for a permanent base on the moon,[20]
while about 40 countries now have national space agencies.[21]

What’s new is that an entrepreneur-led drive into space is
underway. Bezos and Branson – joined soon perhaps by other
private companies[6] – are vying with Boeing[7] and Elon Musk’s
Space Exploration Technologies Corp. to commercialise space.
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Commercial space efforts are bound to advance scientific
knowledge. The hope is that ‘microgravity’ will allow for unique
research that could lead to “discoveries in medicine, materials,
and manufacturing previously kept hidden by gravity,” in the
worlds of Axiom Space.[22] Another motive is to enable people
to live beyond Earth. Bezos sees “a future where millions of
people are living and working in space”.[23] Musk talks of
‘terraforming’ Mars, by which he means nuking Mars to make the
planet habitable for humans.[24]
The commercialisation of space comes with risks and
disadvantages that could limit such exploration (ignoring
complaints about the cost). The biggest risk is that space travel
is dangerous. Much can go wrong with rockets. In September,
the US Federal Aviation Administration grounded Virgin Galactic
flights pending a probe that Branson’s flight went off course
during its descent.[25] The International Space Station is
showing irreparable cracks.[26] Another danger is that much
human debris is swirling around in space and could hit a
spacecraft, as occurred in March when a Chinese military satellite
broke up after it collided with debris left from a 1996 Russian
rocket launch.[27] Fatal events could derail space exploration, as
they have in the past.
Another problem is space exploration is likely to intensify global
political tensions. Whoever rules space controls an avenue to
deliver thermonuclear weapons via ballistic missiles and much
else. China’s moves into space look likely to intensify Chinese-US
rivalry. The US in 2019 created a Space Command as its sixth
military sphere to thwart China in space, such as China’s ability to
laser-cripple the satellites on which depend the US military.[28]
A third drawback is the space race will come with environmental
damage, especially with respect to climate change from fossilfuelled rockets. Scientists worry that satellite re-entries from
the Starlink mega-constellation could deposit more aluminium
into Earth’s upper atmosphere than what is done through
meteoroids.[29] But rocket numbers would need to soar to make
a noticeable difference.
Whatever the doubts or drawbacks about the question, the
better economics of space exploration are overriding them.
A privately led space adventure has begun that has already
notched achievements and, amid controversy and setbacks, is
likely to post many more.
To be pedantic, private companies have long helped Nasa
(Boeing for more than five decades) while the commercialisation
of space could be dated to the turn of the century, so it’s not
new, just intensifying. The role of Nasa and other government
agencies in this private quest shouldn’t be underestimated. These
private companies will need to be willing to lose much money
– the listed Virgin Galactic lost US$94 million in the second
quarter of 2021.[30] A techno-utopian element bordering on the
unbelievable pervades the private space quest. Nasa’s response
to Musk’s dreams, for instance, is that it would be impossible to
make Mars liveable due to a lack of carbon dioxide,[31] while
the technology for space mining is still to be invented. Some,
perhaps much, disappointment lies ahead.
No doubt. But the entrepreneurs pioneering today’s drive into
space are wealthy visionaries who won’t be deterred easily. Get
set for a space race pursued by people who think they are on a
philanthropic mission.

SPACE UTOPIA
In 2015, SpaceX’s Falcon 9 rocket blasted off. After 45 seconds,
the rocket shed its first stage, which then descended to Earth
in a controlled manner to a landing pad. “Welcome back,
baby,” Musk tweeted.[32] A broadcaster had a better technical
perspective of SpaceX’s third attempt at the feat: It’s like
“launching a pencil over the Empire State building, having it
reverse, come back down, and land on a shoebox on the ground
in a windstorm.” [33]
Time has elevated the financial significance of Falcon 9’s safe
touchdown that day. The feat is taken as the start of economical
near-Earth orbit space flight because it ended the era when
rockets were dumped or imploded during re-entry into the Earth’s
atmosphere, even though Nasa’s space shuttles were reusable
(and Bezos’s Blue Origin had landed an unmanned rocket the
month before).[34] Companies are now spared the hundreds of
millions of dollars it costs to build rockets for each flight. Since
2015, Falcon 9 rockets have recorded 82 landings and 64 have
flown again,[35] though some have bungled the touchdown.[36]
US taxpayers are among those benefiting from the improved
space economics. SpaceX is ferrying Nasa astronauts and items
to and from the International Space Station at far less cost than
could the space shuttle that was retired in 2011[37] – Nasa in
2018 said reusable rockets reduced the cost of sending a craft
to low Earth orbit by a factor of 20.[38] Nasa is estimated to be
saving US$2 billion by using SpaceX’s Falcon Heavy rocket for its
mission to Jupiter’s moon.[39] Having SpaceX and Blue Origin bid
for Nasa contracts is another force driving down costs. Bezos in
July, for instance, said Blue Origin would waive up to US$2 billion
in payments over the next two years if Nasa were to award his
company a moon-landing contract.[40] (Blue Origin is suing in a
federal court to force Nasa to do so.)[41]
Bezos’s efforts are part of his drive to populate space and extract
resources from space. He is reported to have assembled “the
best space-resources team in the industry” to help people live
on the moon and send material back to Earth.[42] In what could
well be taken as the start of the space-mining industry, Nasa
in 2020 handed contracts to four companies to extract small
amounts of lunar regolith, loose material that covers rock, by
2024.[43] In August, Nasa conducted its first drilling of Mars, to
a depth of seven centimetres, as part of a search for microbial
life on the planet.[44] Nasa in 2022 intends to launch a mission
to investigate the Psyche asteroid, a unique metal asteroid that
orbits the Sun between Mars and Jupiter that some say could
contain US$10 quintillion of iron (that will presumably be claimed
by whomever reaches it first).[45]
Space proponents say that microgravity will mean moon dwellers
could create items that can be made only in space. Others talk of
asteroid mining, whereby either resources are extracted and sent
to Earth or asteroids are directed at Earth for extraction there.
Others talk up space-based solar power; China has announced
plans for a solar power station in orbit by 2040.[46] One day
earth-controlled robots could mine the moon for water, which can
become a rocket fuel once split into hydrogen and oxygen. They
could mine for helium-3, another rocket fuel, and the rare-earth
minerals that are used in electronics.[47] Nasa is making soil for
space habitats by seeding asteroids with fungi.[48]
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Morgan Stanley said satellite technology and space exploration
could help assess and address climate change and sustainability
on Earth. The benefits could flow to food security as imagery
and weather-monitoring boost agricultural yields and farmer
efficiency, the US bank says. Space-based aid could help
greenhouse-gas monitoring, open remote areas to renewableenergy harvesting, help utilities manage renewable loads, and
boost access to the internet for billions of people.[49]
Among advocates, the promise of space is essentially limitless.

SPACE DYSTOPIA
In 1985, US teacher Christa McAuliffe became a national celebrity
when she beat more than 11,000 other applicants to win a seat
on the space shuttle Challenger. When McAuliffe was asked if
she was nervous, she repeated what she had been told: that the
shuttle was as safe as an airplane. The Challenger blasted off
on 28 January 1986, one of the coldest mornings ever at Cape
Canaveral, Florida. The rubber O-rings that sealed the shuttle’s
rocket boosters didn’t work as well in cold weather – a problem
known to Nasa officials. The O-rings failed. The Challenger
exploded during lift-off. But McAuliffe and her six crewmates
didn’t die immediately. The crew compartment sheared from the
rest of the shuttle and rose for another 20 seconds, then fell for
more than two minutes before smashing into the ocean at 333
kilometres an hour and killing all on board. The shuttle program
was suspended for two years.[50]
The program was suspended for another two years in 2003 when
the space shuttle Columbia fell apart on re-entering the Earth’s
atmosphere, killing its seven astronauts. Nasa’s Apollo program
from 1961 to 1972 had two notable disasters. In 1967, the crew
of three on Apollo 1 choked to death when a fire erupted during
a prelaunch test. In 1970, Apollo 13 abandoned landing on the
moon and nearly failed to return to Earth after an oxygen tank
exploded and destroyed the module’s ability to provide electrical
power.
The reality is that today’s ventures are as dangerous. In 2014,
a Virgin Galactic space craft disintegrated during a test flight,
killing the co-pilot.[51] Only nine days after Bezos’s flight, Nasa
and Boeing abandoned the launch of Boeing’s crewless Starliner
space capsule due to valve problems,[52] which followed a
botched launch in 2019 due to a software error.[53] Longer
flights in space risk confronting ‘solar flares’, the most powerful
explosive events in the solar system.[54] A fatal event could end,
or at least suspend, today’s space race.
An uninterrupted space race comes with concerns too. The
exploration comes with “violent potential”, in the words of Daniel
Deudney, a professor of politics at the US-based Johns Hopkins
University who wrote Dark skies: Space expansion, planetary
geopolitics and the end of humanity that argues against the
space optimism of Bezos, Branson, Musk et al. “What is going

to be the likelihood that we’ll have – as we have on Earth –
wars and violent rivalries?” he asks, especially if descendants of
Earth develop over time, possibly with genetic engineering, into
different species.[55]
The surge into space has led to calls for revamped multilateral
pacts to manage any arms race, space debris, satellite traffic
and resource extraction, amid warnings present treaties, such as
the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space[56] of 1959
and the Outer Space Treaty[57] of 1967 that sit with the UN, are
outdated.
Mars is the likely point of confrontation after the moon. Simon
Morden, author of the upcoming The red planet: A natural
history of Mars, warns governments and space pioneers need
to decide what they want to do with the planet. “Any crewed
mission will be at the end of the most precarious supply line in
history,’ he says. Crews will thus need to rely on what resources
Mars can offer “which is why future planned missions to Mars
rely heavily on the anodyne-sounding practice of in situ resource
utilisation”. He suggests that to protect Mars an international
agreement is needed similar to the Antarctic Treaty effective
1961 that saves that continent for science. “It’s almost inevitable
that, if we do nothing, the default (read guaranteed outcome)
will be a chaotic and exploitative land grab.”[58]
Then there are the pollution concerns. The risks for the Earth
relate largely to climate change. Rockets are propelled by the
fossil fuels such as kerosene that emit carbon dioxide, chlorine
and other chemicals. The problem is the pollutants including
soot are emitted into the upper atmosphere and can destroy
the ozone layer, while heat released closer to Earth can act like
greenhouse gases. The greater the number of space flights,
the greater the damage and the bigger the political problem
confronting the space adventurers.[59]
When it comes to pollution in space, the immediate
environmental concern is the amount of debris the space race
will add into orbit that, if nothing else, increases the chance of
collisions. Nasa estimates more than 100 million pieces of space
junk are spinning around the earth.[60] The US Department of
Defense tracks about 27,000 pieces of ‘space junk’ that have
wrecked satellites (which only puts more debris in space).[61]
One solution is that of Japanese firm Astroscale, which is testing
magnetic satellites that can help remove debris.[62] A longerterm concern is damage by humans to planets on which they
live, work and exploit.
Such challenges and no doubt setbacks are part of the
space race. At the moment, though, the space joyriders are
empowered. Without ever misspeaking, space superhero Buzz
Lightyear from Toy Story probably best sums up the enthusiasm
of Bezos, Branson and Musk and others as they seek to emulate
the space heroes of yesterday. “To infinity and beyond.”
By Michael Collins, Investment Specialist
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